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The race for sustainability is on as Warner Bros. Discovery Sports launches 
the first-ever FIM SGP Cares trophy for both riders and local organisers in 
2023.

As we celebrate Earth Day today, Warner Bros. Discovery Sports is preparing to 
crown its first FIM SGP Cares champions this season – as part of its commitment 
to deliver sustainable speedway and promote green and community initiatives 
throughout all FIM Speedway events.

There will be one award for riders and teams, who demonstrate their commitment 
to sustainability or environmental causes over the course of 2023 or who take part 
in community projects – perhaps raising money for a good cause or engaging in 
charity work.



There will also be a prize for FIM Speedway local organisers, with each venue set 
to be ranked as part of the FIM’s Environment Evaluation, which is carried out 
before each event. Other local actions will also be taken into consideration, 
including green, environmental, community and charity initiatives.

The winners in both categories will be honoured at the annual FIM Awards, which 
are set to take place in Liverpool, UK this year. Winners will also receive coverage 
of their actions on all FIM Speedway online channels.

Gautier de Stoppani, sustainability director for FIM Speedway GP, commented: 
“We cannot achieve our sustainability goals without the support of all our FIM 
Speedway stakeholders.

“In offering the FIM SGP Cares trophies, we hope this will inspire both riders and 
local organisers to work on ideas to deliver both sustainable speedway and 
initiatives that support the communities where we race.

“We will be inviting everyone to submit their ideas so that we can monitor each 
project throughout the season, and whoever carries off the trophies, every SGP 
Cares initiative put into practice will ensure our world and communities will be the 
ultimate winners.

“As a signatory of the UN Sports for Climate Action group, we have committed to 
reduce emissions across our championships by 50 percent by 2030 and reach 
net-zero by 2040.”

Warner Bros. Discovery Sports also commits to measuring and disclosing its 
annual carbon footprint and progress with reducing emissions, as well as 
submitting a plan as to how it will achieve its emission-reducing goals.

The group is working to obtain ISO 20121 certification, which guarantees that all 
FIM Speedway events are run with sustainability at their heart, with a minimal 
impact on the local environment and community, while strengthening relationships 
with all stakeholders.

Warner Bros. Discovery Sports is also seeking B Corp certification – an award that 
verifies the organisation meets high standards in social and environmental 
performance, transparency and accountability.

Speedway’s environmental impact is mitigated by the fact bikes run on pure 
methanol, a clean-burning fuel which delivers breathtaking performance.

Pure methanol is used in many different motorsport championships due to its 



increased thermal efficiency, low cost and low risk of flammability. The combustion 
of pure methanol does not produce nitrogen oxide or sulphur oxide emissions and 
has very low particulate matter and carbon dioxide emissions compared to 
gasoline or diesel.

FIM Speedway also stands by its community across the globe. Speedway fans in 
Warsaw in 2022 delivered a glorious display of solidarity with their Ukrainian 
neighbours as tifos of the Polish and Ukrainian flags flew side-by-side in the PGE 
Narodowy stands during the Polish national anthem.

The tifos were unveiled and a crowd of over 52,000 fans joined the FIM Speedway 
family in calling for peace and standing with Ukraine.

In addition, more than 100 kids, both Polish and Ukrainian students in Polish state 
schools, were invited with their parents to attend a unique experience at the Orlen 
FIM Speedway GP of Poland – Warsaw in May 2022.

They were given a special behind-the-scenes tour, meeting the riders and 
enjoying VIP treatment, before watching the racing together, as part of a day to 
aid the integration of the Ukrainian children through the power of sport.

The full Corporate and Social Responsibility Report for 2022 can be viewed in full 
HERE.
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About the FIM

The FIM (Fédération Internationale de Motocyclisme) founded in 1904, is the 
governing body for motorcycle sport and the global advocate for motorcycling. The 
FIM is an independent association formed by 115 National Federations throughout 



the world. It is recognised as the sole competent authority in motorcycle sport by 
the International Olympic Committee (IOC). Among its 50 FIM World 
Championships the main events are MotoGP, Superbike, Endurance, Motocross, 
Supercross, Trial, Enduro, Cross-Country Rallies and Speedway. Furthermore, the 
FIM is also active and involved in the following areas: public affairs, road safety, 
touring and protection of the environment. The FIM was the first international 
sports federation to impose an Environmental Code in 1994.

About Warner Bros. Discovery Sports Europe

Warner Bros. Discovery Sports Europe represents WBD’s portfolio of sports 
brands, channels and platforms in Europe. It collectively reaches 130 million 
people every month, engaging fans and broad audiences in more than 200 
markets and in over 20 languages across all platforms where consumers are 
spending time, free-to-air TV, pay-TV, streaming, online and social. Warner Bros. 
Discovery Sports Europe includes the much-loved consumer brands Eurosport, 
Global Cycling Network (GCN), Global Mountain Bike Network (GMBN) and Golf 
Digest, as well sports programming and content on discovery+ and Warner Bros. 
Discovery’s free-to-air TV networks. They connect audiences with the greatest 
sporting events in the world. This includes being the Home of the Olympics 
Games in Europe; tennis’ Grand Slams; cycling’s Grand Tours, more than 600 
cycling broadcasts per year, the UCI Track Champions League, the UCI Mountain 
Bike World Cup from 2023 with ESO Sports; the PGA TOUR year-round; The 
Ocean Race from 2023; the Snooker World Tour; the best electric racing series 
with ABB FIA Formula E World Championship; the FIM Speedway GP, Speedway 
of Nations and Speedway World Cup; and every major winter sports World 
Championship and World Cup event. Warner Bros. Discovery Sports Europe 
completes a full 360° offer with its events management and promotion division, 
Warner Bros. Discovery Sports Events, which oversees 30+ events across five 
continents each year.
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